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At the close of the second year of the Swiss-American Stamp Society I am
very happy to report that we now number over 175 members, with three active chapters
in New Jersey, New York, and New England . We have had a good year and I trust that the
New Year will see many more members and chapters . I would like to extend to each and
every one of my great fellow collectors a most hearty, happy, and holy holiday season.

It was a real pleasure to meet so many of you at the ASDA Show last month
and will look forward to seeing you again at the New York chapter meeting of SASS, to
be held on Thursday, December 30th, 8 P . N., at the Collectors Club, 22 E. 35th Street,
New York. Harlan Stone, president pro tem will show his specialized collection of

the Sitting Helvetia issues, which should prove most interesting . Don't mise thisMeet

I would like to make s most important announcement to all of our members
concerning the dues .	 Up til now the dues have been $2.00 yearly and most everyone  is
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is paid up until January 1st, 1972 . Those of you who have joined since October arepaid
up until January, 1973 . What with the rising costs of printing and the postal increase
last July we will have to raise the dues to $3 .00 a year. To keep this in a Philatelic
vein I would ask that each member send in twelve (12) commemorative 8¢ stamps and this
would make up for the difference in the dues . I trust that this meets with the approval
of the membership . If not I would like to have your comments about it.

Many requests have come in asking about Steve Pomex's Slide Program and you
will be hearing about it shortly . I beg your indulgence in being slow in your replies,
as I have been away for the past two months preparing for a new position and have just
completed my assignment, and as such will be able to take care of your requests.

All of the 1971 new issues of Switzerland are available at 10% over face
value, and we have a few copies of the 1971 Amateur Collector catalog available, $2 .40.

I've received word from Wm Carson of Lawton, Oklahoma, that he's taking the
plunge in the stamp business, specialising in both Swiss and Italian stamps . He's
putting out a bulletin called, "The Alpine Postmen" . Any interest, write Bill at P .0
Box 1113, Lawton, Okla . 73501 . GOOD LUCK, BILL, ON YOUR NEW VENTURE, MAT IT BE BOTH
INTERESTING AND REWARDING .



POSTAL CANCELLATIONS AND MARKINGS

IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN

By Felix Gans -- Pert Ail'

CANCELLATIONS BY TWENTIETH CENTURY POSTAL ACCEPTANCE STATIONS, RAILWAY
STATION PARCEL DEPOTS, AND PRIVATE PARCEL ACCEPTANCE STATIONS.

The following instalments on the above, and almost unknown types
of Swiss modern straightline cancellations ers based on a completely
outdated catalogue on this subject by Fari Gebert, on en article as
well as the patient footwork of Rudolf Scheub who updated Gebert's
work in 1970, and on articles written by the author of this contribu-
tion for the "Swiss Philatelist" (Amateur Collector, London) in 1965
and for the British Helvetia Society's "Newsletter" in 1970-71 . The
last-named publication also published e then complete list of known
cancellation types and subtypes for each of these quasi-postaland/or
sub-postal places of restricted mail activity, and devotees and future
specialists in this extremely elusive field or Swiss cancellations are
directed towards that publication because the following observations
and illustrations are but a condensed, basic description of the subject.

According to most "knowledgeable" collectors of Swiss stamps and
satires, straightline cancellations of Swiss postal depots end smallest
offices -- so popular a collecting field, and also so expensive if
pursued for the 1850 to 1885 period -- ceased to be used, except in an
emergency, in 1925 when all the smallest postal depots were furnished

with circular date strikes . A few of these dateless straightlines are

shows in Fig.1. After 1925 straightlines of Swiss post offices only

exist on internal foras and receipts (almost always stampless) sr, in
rare instances, as indications of "place of origin" to permit local
rates instead of regular inland rates, or, even rarer still, once in

a great while when either a collector bamboozles a postal clerk Lute



letting his have such a straightline mark as a souvenir (there are no
regulations in existence prohibiting this), or if a post office's

regular canceller suddenly becomes disabled and unusable, and the p.o.
straightline must be used on an emergency basis until the regional,
supervisory office supplies the office in question with an emergency
canceller (eds., described in instalments I and II of this article).

Fig.2 shows a few of these "internal use.straightline markings.

But several hundred other straightline markings have been in legi-
timate, even postally ordered use in Switzerland since the late 1930s,
and these Pre the subject of this article.

Any collector should be forewarned, however, that a collection of
such cancellation types is not only an often rebuffed labor of love,
but one of good legs, good lungs, good knowledge of the local dialect
or language, and one of extreme patience as well . If you do not care
to climb a steep mountain path for a few hours, in order to arrive at
the respective sub-depot at 7 :10 a .m. so as to meet the postman from
the village across the mountains during his three-times-a-week, half-
hour stay where the elusive and sought-after canceller is kept, then
don't take up the persevering task and plena to accumulate a complete,
or at least comprehensive collection of these highly uncommonstrikes!

What is the history behind these sometimes quasi-private (and yet
postally legitimate) and sometimes even locally almost unknown postal
facilities? Well, although Switzerland possesses one of the densest
nets of postal facilities anywhere in the world (there are currently
over 4000 bona fide post offices operating in the country of 6 .5 mill-
ion inhabitants), although pastel stamp vending machines and letter
boxes are found even in the tiniest, post-office-less hamlet and the
most outlying city neighborhoods, and although on weekends every state
and private railway station master or attendant serves es a deputy
mail clerk, there Pre still places existing in the mountains as well as
near towns and villages where the lack of being able to post parcels,
or to negotiate postal check payments (a hugs part of the entire Swiss
postal affairs), is cumbersomely evident . Not everyone owns a car or a
motorcycle (yet), end there are still places in that country where no
motor roads, nor any of the seemingly ever-present cable cars or aerial
tramways lead to. For these places, in the early 1930a, the P.O.D. de-
cided to provide parcel mailing or infrequently opened postal facilities
and their number has grown ever since .
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